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THE KEY EFFECTIVENESS INDICATORS (KEI)

In 2014, Teacher Preparation Analytics (TPA) was commissioned by the national accrediting agency in teacher preparation, the Council for the Assessment of Educator Preparation (CAEP) to write a report on the “state of the art” of our nation’s efforts to assess and compare the quality of teacher preparation programs. That report, Building an Evidence-Based System for Teacher Preparation (http://www.caepnet.org/knowledge-center), discusses in detail the absence of an adequate national system of program performance assessment in teacher preparation and the possibilities and challenges of developing adequate measures. Since the individual states bear the constitutional authority to approve educator preparation programs, there are significant differences between states in their policies and commitments concerning program accountability. Because of this reality, TPA concluded that a truly national system of preparation program assessment based upon fully comparable measurements of the performance of programs across states is an impossibility for the foreseeable future.

TPA also concluded, however, that fully comparable measurements of the performance of educator programs within individual states should indeed be possible and, furthermore, that all states might well employ very similar measures (using different assessments, performance standards, and accountability policies). This would at least allow for a kind of formal comparability in the way states assess program performance and could provide a common, voluntary national approach to assessing programs if not a universal national scale or standard. And so TPA set out to formulate a set of measures that would be useful for both program improvement and accountability, focused on program outcomes rather than compliance, meaningful and compelling to a broad set of stakeholders, consistent with empirical research and effective practice, and capable of implementation by states within a five-year period.

Thus, were born what we came to call the “Key Effectiveness Indicators,” or KEI, which are presented on the following page. The KEI framework starts with four categories of program assessment data, identifies 12 “indicators” or measurable outcomes of program performance, and suggests 20 measures that operationalize the indicators. A fundamental principal that influenced TPA’s formulation of the KEI is that a successful program performance review system should not only ensure program quality but also guide program improvement. The KEI include the measures and data we believe are necessary to provide states and EPPs with information sufficient both to assess the performance of preparation programs and to identify important program strengths and weaknesses that contribute to their overall effectiveness.

This Guide discusses the rationale and justification for the various elements of the KEI, as well as the challenges and uncertainties attending them.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment Categories</th>
<th>Key Indicators</th>
<th>Recommended Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I Candidate Selection and Completion  | Academic Strength                                   | PRIOR PROFICIENCY: 1. Average candidate GPA in most recent coursework (high school or college) prior to program entry—Program specific.  
2. Overall entering cohort average percentile score in national distribution on standardized entrance tests required by IHE or EPP (SAT, ACT, GRE, MAT, or College Skills Test (e.g., Praxis Core)—Program specific & EPP overall.  
UNDERGRADUATE COMPLETER PROFICIENCY: Average completer GPA in teaching subject major compared to all university students in same major—Program specific & EPP overall.  
ATTITUDES, VALUES, AND BEHAVIORS SCREEN: Percent of accepted program candidates whose score on a rigorous and validated “fitness for teaching” assessment demonstrates a strong promise for teaching—Program specific  
COMPLETIONS OF ADMITTED CANDIDATES: Number & percent of completers in newest graduating cohort compared to number and percent of candidates originally admitted in same cohort: overall and by race/ethnicity, age, and gender—Program specific & EPP overall.  |
| II Knowledge and Skills for Teaching  | Mastery of Teaching Subjects                        | CONTENT KNOWLEDGE TEST: Program completer mean score*, tercile distribution, and pass rate on rigorous and validated nationally normed assessment of college-level content knowledge used for initial licensure—Program specific.  
*Verified proficiency benchmarks may be substituted for mean scores on these assessments  
PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE TEST: Completer mean score*, tercile distribution, and pass rate on rigorous and validated nationally normed licensure assessment of comprehensive pedagogical content knowledge—Program specific.  
TEACHING SKILL PERFORMANCE TEST: Program completer mean score*, tercile distribution, and pass rate on rigorous and validated nationally normed licensure assessment of demonstrated teaching skill—Program specific.  |
|                                        | Subject-Specific Pedagogical Knowledge              |  
Demonstrated Teaching Skill |                                        |  
Completor Teaching Skill      |                                        |  
Completor Rating of Program      |                                        |  
|                                        | Completor Teaching Skill                             |  
|                                        | Completor Rating of Program                         |  
|                                        | Impact on K-12 Student Learning                     | TEACHER CONTRIBUTION TO STUDENT LEARNING: Success of program completers in 2nd and 3rd most recent cohorts or of alternate route candidates during their first two years of full-time teaching based on valid and rigorous student learning measures, including value-added or other statewide comparative evidence of K-12 student growth overall and in high-need schools. Average student growth score for completor cohort and percentage of completers in cohort scoring below the 33rd and above the 67th percentile compared to the average score and distribution for all novice teachers statewide and for all teachers statewide—Program specific.  
ASSESSMENTS OF TEACHING SKILL: Annual assessment based on observations of program completers’ or alternate route candidates’ first two years of full-time classroom teaching, using valid, reliable, and rigorous statewide instruments and protocols—Program specific  
STUDENT SURVEYS ON TEACHING PRACTICE: K-12 student surveys about effectiveness of completers’ or alternate route candidates’ teaching practice during first two years of full-time teaching, using valid and reliable statewide instruments—Program specific.  |
| K-12 Student Perceptions              |                                                   |  
| IV Contribution to State Needs        | Entry and Persistence in Teaching                  | EMPLOYMENT: Percent of completers from 2nd and 3rd most recent completer cohort (including alternate route completers) employed within two years of program completion, by gender and race-ethnicity—Program specific & EPP overall.  
PERSISTENCE: Percent completers (traditional and alternate route) from the 4th most recent completer cohort who remain in teaching or other educational roles for 1, 2, & 3 years after initial entry. OR, percentage of completers attaining a second stage teaching license in states with multi-tiered licensure—Program specific & EPP overall.  
Percentages for Employment and Persistence for each program to be compared to statewide mean average for each certification field and mean average for programs in all fields. EPP average to be compared to mean average for all EPPs statewide.  |
| Placement/Persistence in High-Need Subjects/Schools |                                                   | EMPLOYMENT: Percent of completers from 2nd and 3rd most recent completer cohort (including alternate route completers) employed within two years of program completion in high needs schools and subjects, by gender and race-ethnicity—Program specific & EPP overall.  
PERSISTENCE: Percent completers (traditional and alternate route) from 4th most recent completer cohort who remain teaching in high-need subjects or in teaching in high-need subjects for 1, 2, & 3 years after initial entry—Program specific & EPP overall.  
Percentages for Employment and Persistence for each program to be compared to statewide mean average for each certification field and mean average for programs in all fields. EPP average to be compared to mean average for all EPPs statewide.
There are currently over 20 states in the U.S. that have chosen to develop an annual teacher preparation program review intended to either supplement or supplant a more traditional, multi-year state accreditation or program approval process. (See the recent *CCSSO publication Accountability in Teacher Preparation: Policies and Data in the 50 States and DC*, which is available from the CCSSO website at [http://www.ccsso.org/Documents/2016/50StateScan092216.pdf](http://www.ccsso.org/Documents/2016/50StateScan092216.pdf).) The stated objective of an annual review process varies somewhat from state to state, but its greatest promise is to promote a continuous improvement model in teacher preparation that involves a partnership in data collection, analysis, and strategic action between education program providers (EPPs) and the state agency or agencies responsible for ongoing approval of those programs.

There is a great deal of commonality in some elements of the data that are used by states developing annual teacher preparation program reviews. Some of these commonalities reflect data all states have been collecting for two decades in fulfillment of the requirements for Title II of the Higher Education Act and data that EPPs report annually as part of the national accreditation process. However, partly because those data are aggregated to the EPP level, very little of the data is valuable for either preparation program improvement or accountability—although it is the intent of the newly released Title II program reporting requirements that the new program reporting data be more suitable for these purposes. And as state agencies, the U.S. Department of Education, various advocates, and preparation programs themselves seek to respond to continued concern about the ability of programs to produce new teachers who overwhelmingly will be successful from the very beginning of their teaching careers, new measures of preparation program performance have been proposed and incorporated into some states’ program review systems.

There is no body of scientific literature, however, that unequivocally points to specific measures that should be used for a valid and reliable review of educator preparation programs. The clearest articulation of this situation is a recent National Academy of Education report entitled *Evaluation of Teacher Preparation Programs: Purposes, Methods, and Policy Options*. But although there is value in knowing the limitations of preparation program performance data, many states and program providers nevertheless have felt a sense of urgency to move forward in developing new data systems for program improvement and accountability purposes. It was precisely to respond and give thoughtful guidance to that sense of urgency that the KEI were developed.

---

TPA suggests that states use the KEI as a starting point for the development of their program performance review systems, and that even states with established systems employ the KEI in a review of the adequacy of the measures they’ve already developed. The final decisions about the indicators and measures to be included should emerge from further discussions with key stakeholders and from a recommended pilot phase that explores the adequacy of the available data, the challenges of strengthening those data, and the information value of the data for making decisions about program performance. That phase may reveal that the data currently available in a state are inadequate for the immediate implementation of some of the indicators or measures. It may reveal that some of the proposed indicators and measures are not indicative of important program strengths and weaknesses and that other indicators and measures are more appropriate to the task. The fundamental goal, in any case, is that the indicators and measures ultimately implemented effectively serve the dual need for continuous program improvement and fair and effective state program accountability.

**FOUR CATEGORIES OF PROGRAM PERFORMANCE DATA**

The starting point of the Key Effectiveness Indicators was the identification of four categories of data that TPA believes need to be included in an adequate program performance review:

1. Candidate Selection and Completion
2. Knowledge and Skills for Teaching
3. Performance as Classroom Teachers

These four domains were selected because they provide a multi-dimensional scan of teacher preparation programs that will be valuable both for indicating key factors that may be account for the strength of programs’ performance on the various measures and for providing triangulation with other measures to achieve a more reliable analysis of programs’ strengths and weaknesses. In addition, these four categories are applicable to any teacher preparation program, regardless of program structure, so that ultimately the indicators and measures within the categories also can be applicable to any preparation program and thus provide a legitimate basis of comparison between programs.

*Candidate Selection and Completion*—This category may appear at first to be more a matter of program inputs than outputs. To be sure, the strengths, limitations, attitudes, experiences, and habits that characterize entrants into teacher preparation programs are not necessarily predictive of how well or poorly those entrants might teach once they enter the teaching profession. These data become important, however, as part of a larger longitudinal database that educator preparation providers (EPPs) and state agencies ought to maintain on each
individual teacher candidate. Such a database will enable EPPs and individual *licensure* or *certification* programs to track the progress of each candidate through the program and in their professional careers beyond. Armed with such data, EPPs will be able to determine whether there is a significant correlation between specific strengths, limitations, and attitudinal characteristics of candidates and their success or difficulties in both the preparation program and their professional teaching careers. If any such correlations are discovered, this does not imply that programs should refrain from admitting candidates who have the limitations in question, but it may mean that programs do a disservice to those candidates (and to their potential P-12 students) unless they can provide greater support or remediation for them throughout their professional preparation.

The fact that teacher preparation programs do have various requirements for admission or require all applicants to go through a screening process, or that they have various admissions goals such as candidate diversity, also implies that the make-up of the teacher candidate pool for a particular program is a conscious outcome of those admissions criteria or goals. Differences in EPP practices concerning candidate admission should be respected to the extent possible, but permissive admission practices should never compromise expectations for strong program performance.

**Knowledge and Skills for Teaching**—The data under this category provide the most direct evidence that the curriculum and enacted standards of a teacher preparation program ensure that candidates who complete the program possess knowledge of their teaching subject(s), an understanding of their role as teachers, and the teaching experience and skill required to be successful with their students as soon as they enter the profession. It is arguable that program completers’ actual success as teachers is, at least to some extent, a function of factors in addition to their level of teaching skill and knowledge—the climate of the school in which they teach or the rate of absenteeism among their students, for example. It should not be arguable, however, that a preparation program’s standards—as applied—either ensure or don’t ensure that all candidates who complete the program (or *pathway* *) have the knowledge, experience, and skill they need to be successful teachers. Since state standards for licensure and program completion are an important means to providing such an assurance to the public, these standards also come into play here.

**Performance as Classroom Teachers**—This data category responds to the driving question for an outcomes-oriented performance assessment of teacher preparation programs: How well do a program’s completers perform as teachers in their own P-12 classrooms? In one sense, no

---

* Some states allow pathways into teaching that don’t require completion of a formal teacher licensure or certification program. These include, for example, state agencies’ portfolio review of teacher candidates (sometimes as transfers from another state) or certification through an assessment by the American Board for the Certification of Teacher Excellence (ABCTE)
other information about a program is more important than this because no matter how positive or negative a program looks based on all other data, if the program’s graduates don’t demonstrate skill and success in their real-world classrooms the program will be judged to be inadequate. As we noted above, however, several factors besides the program can influence a teacher’s ability to be successful with her students. And, so, at least in the case of any individual teacher’s classroom performance there remains the possibility that school or classroom characteristics or perhaps the placement of a teacher in a subject outside their teaching field thwart the application of the skills or knowledge the teacher may have gained in their preparation program.

In using teachers’ classroom performance to assess the performance of their preparation programs, however, the data are not about any individual teacher, but about the multiple teachers who completed a particular preparation program. And the larger the number of teachers who contribute classroom performance data to the measures of program performance, the less likely the combined data will reflect anomalies. Over a large number of cases, the mean performance of completers becomes a reliable statistic, and if the mean differs significantly between two or more programs (especially when statistical models specifically account for school and classroom effects) this is prima facie evidence that programs with the higher scores are outperforming programs with the lower scores in important ways that should be investigated further.

One important caveat in relation to data in this category and the following category is that data for both categories will inevitably be incomplete because, at least at present, states and preparation programs are largely unable obtain the relevant information on program completers who teach in private schools or out of state.

Contribution to State Needs—The fourth program performance data category provides information of specific interest to teacher educators, university leaders, state and district officials, state legislators, and all others who have a stake in knowing what contribution individual teacher preparation programs make to the identified teacher needs of a state. In the aggregate, the data from this category make it possible to construct a picture of how well a state’s teacher production capacity aligns with its teacher needs. Using these data for a preparation program accountability system should not be taken to imply that all programs should aspire to address every kind of teacher need the state has. Indeed, private teacher preparation programs may not be under any mandate to respond to state needs, at all—although they are, by default, part of the available picture. And even public programs differ in their missions, in the interests and backgrounds of the student who enroll in their parent institutions, in the regions of the state where their completers tend to take jobs, and in the percentage of out-of-state students they admit who are likely to return to their states of origin after they graduate.
Even allowing for these differences, the normative assumption—and the desired outcome from a teacher supply standpoint—is that most candidates who are prepared to teach in a particular state will enter the profession within a year or two of program completion in that state. And, given the documented ills of high teacher turnover, it is also the desire on the part of state and district officials that candidates who enter the teaching profession stay in the profession for more than just a few years.

THE INDICATORS AND MEASURES

Under each of the four program data domains in the KEI, TPA has identified several outcomes involving program candidates or program completers that we believe are most indicative of program performance. The twelve “indicators” denote what is to be measured, and thus for each indicator TPA recommends one or more measures employing appropriate data. The rationale for each of the selected indicators and measures is discussed below.

It is worth noting that in the interest of saving space the KEI include compound indicators (e.g., Entry and Persistence in Teaching) that are related but should ideally be considered independently. Also, measures that employ standardized assessments are largely expressed in the KEI as norm-referenced measures, but states that have identified specific performance benchmarks as verified standards of adequacy or excellence can use those benchmarks instead as the basis for criterion-referenced measures. And states that have a particularly strong commitment to specific outcomes, e.g., increasing the diversity of the teacher workforce, may want to give those outcomes greater emphasis than they have in the KEI.

I. Candidate Selection and Completion

Academic Strength—Although there is well-documented research showing that the academic proficiency of the U.S. teacher workforce has increased markedly over the past decade, in a preparation program accountability context this indicator is highly charged. Efforts, such as those of CAEP, to increase preparation program admissions standards have been met with strong protests from teacher educators and others that the consequence of such efforts will be to diminish the supply of teachers in the pipeline and exacerbate the difficulty of diversifying the teaching profession. There is significant research, however, showing that teachers who are

---


‡ C. Coble, E. Crowe, and M. Allen. (2016). CAEP Standard 3.2 Research, Study and Analysis: A Report to the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation. (http://www.caepnet.org/standards/standard-3). In this CAEP-commissioned study on Accreditation Standard 3.2, TPA cites numerous instances of such protests and provides
strong academically outperform teachers who are not. And there has long been concern—which undermines confidence in and respect for the teaching profession—that the teacher workforce in the U.S. has too many academically weak teachers in comparison with countries around the world recognized for their high-performing education systems. Thus, both because of the importance of academic strength to teachers’ classroom success and because of public concern about the adequacy of the teacher workforce, Academic Strength is an important program performance measure.

Key issues in engaging this indicator are (1) how to measure academic strength and (2) whether the measures should apply to entering teacher candidates—possibly through criteria for program admission—or whether it’s more important to gauge the academic strength of candidates upon program completion. CAEP Standard 3.2 suggests that academic strength measures can be applied either to entering or completing candidates. For entering candidates, the common measures are SAT or SAT scores for undergraduate programs, GRE or MAT scores for post-baccalaureate programs, basic skills test scores (Praxis Core, for example, claims to measure second-year college level proficiency), or Grade Point Average (GPA). The GPA measure might be high school GPA for program admission as freshmen, GPA in the first two years of college (including community college) for program admission as juniors, and the four-year college GPA for post-baccalaureate program candidates. Measures of academic strength for completing candidates would most likely include their college GPA, although scores on licensure assessments of candidates’ content knowledge are also an indication of academic strength.

There is research literature that both supports and refutes the correlation of any of these individual measures with the eventual effectiveness of teachers in the classroom. Research also indicates, however, that the predictive validity of these measures is increased when they are combined, e.g., using both GPA and SAT/ACT. The key question is whether and how these measures can be used as valuable data for program improvement purposes.

There are three important purposes of such measures:

1. To enable programs to determine how well academically stronger vs. weaker candidates perform in the program and, if possible, as teachers in the classroom—and based on compelling evidence that raising academic standards for program entry could well diminish minority representation in the teacher workforce without vigorous efforts to recruit minority candidates who are academically more proficient.

*Coble, Crowe, and Allen (2016).*


‡ Coble, Crowe, and Allen (2016).

§ Ibid.
that information to make decisions about the ability of the program to provide adequate support and remediation for candidates who are academically weaker upon program admission.

2. To screen out candidates—either at admission or later in the program—who have academic deficiencies likely to be detrimental to their success as teachers.

3. To ensure state officials and the public that program completers are academically sound.

For the purpose of tracking differences between academically stronger and weaker candidates in their program and classroom teaching performance, it will be valuable to employ multiple measures at least in the early stages of implementation of the indicator in order to discover whether one or more measures are particularly good predictors of program completion, performance in the programs, or performance in the classroom. This also will give programs a good indication of which thresholds for the measures are correlated with strong or weak candidate performance.

To satisfy public concern about the academic strength of individuals entering teaching, measures that permit a comparison between the performance of a program’s teacher candidates and students outside of teacher education are especially important. SAT, ACT and GRE scores serve this purpose most easily. In addition, for students seeking certification in a secondary education field, a comparison of their GPA in their major with the GPA of non-education students in the same major at the college or university can provide a reasonable teacher to non-teacher comparison.

TPA recommends that state report out academic proficiency data on two cohorts each year. One cohort is the entering candidates in each program, and the other cohort is the exiting completers in each program. In addition, for program improvement purposes it may prove valuable to compare each candidate’s academic proficiency measures at program entry and completion to ascertain the relationship, if any, between the two measures.

Because both EPPs and individual certification programs have responsibility for ensuring the academic strength of their teacher candidates, performance measures under this indicator apply at both levels: at the individual program level (i.e. Elementary Education, Middle Grades Education, Secondary disciplines, etc.) and, in the aggregate, at the EPP unit level. District human resource directors and others who hire teachers, for example, may be specifically interested in the academic proficiency and teaching subject-related strength of candidates in specific certification fields. CAEP Standard 3.2 (the academic strength standard) applies to the EPP as a whole, and we therefore suggest that EPP-wide data on academic strength be reported in order to reflect consistency with CAEP standards.
**Teaching Promise**—This is largely an aspirational indicator because there are few reliable standardized assessments available that could provide a valid basis of comparison between candidates of different program. One such assessment that has recently been implemented in Missouri—though only to provide information on individual candidates’ potential strengths and weaknesses and not for program accountability—is the Missouri Educator Profile, which was developed by NES Pearson. * Teach for America has designed its own, proprietary set of assessments of the teaching promise of potential program participants. † The Haberman Foundation administers its Star Teacher Pre-Screener assessment to determine the match of candidates for teaching in urban classrooms. ‡ And many other teacher preparation programs administer some sort of assessment of candidate attitudes, dispositions, or relevant prior experiences as an admissions screen or upon program admission. However, such locally developed assessments are often not empirically validated instruments and would likely not provide the basis for measurable comparisons between programs.

The objective for using this indicator for program improvement purposes would be two-fold:

1. To provide programs with good information about their students’ habits, attitudes, and prior experiences that might inform decisions about appropriate coursework or support for each teacher candidate;
2. To discover whether there are differences between candidates with different teaching promise profiles with respect to their success in the program or in the classroom as teachers.

Used in the context of program accountability, a valid and reliable assessment of teaching promise would provide an indication to state officials and the public of how selective programs are in choosing candidates most likely to succeed in the teaching profession and (importantly for potential enrollees) perhaps what factors are most important to individual programs.

**Candidate/Completer Diversity**—Diversifying the teacher workforce is a widely shared goal among educators and state officials, and there are some research studies that show the benefits—particularly for minority students—of having teachers who share their life experiences. § The great majority of states, however, are far from having a teacher corps that mirrors the increasing diversity of their students; minority representation in the entire U.S. teacher corps is 18%, while the percentage of minority students in our schools is 49% and

* See [http://www.mo.nesinc.com/](http://www.mo.nesinc.com/)
‡ See [http://www.habermanfoundation.org/starteacherprescreener.aspx](http://www.habermanfoundation.org/starteacherprescreener.aspx)
steadily increasing.* Moreover, it is not realistic to expect teacher preparation programs to enroll—and graduate—a significant percentage of minority candidates if the college or university in which they are situated doesn’t. And given the academic and social challenges that many minorities face upon enrolling in an institution of higher education, graduation and program completion rates for minority teacher candidates may be much lower than those of other candidates even when a significant percentage of program entrants are minorities.

These realities have several implications for crafting measures of candidate diversity. First, programs need to track the program performance, completion rates, and—insofar as possible—the classroom teaching success of all sub-groups of candidates by race/ethnicity just as they are encouraged to do with respect to all candidates’ academic strength. If there are disparities among sub-groups with respect to program and teaching outcomes, there is good reason to believe that the program is simply not serving the needs of low-performing sub-groups. Second, although it is unrealistic to expect that a teacher preparation program’s percentage of minority candidates will significantly exceed the percentage of minority enrollees at the host institution, it is reasonable to expect the EPP to undertake efforts to ensure that the percentage of minority students in teacher education at least mirrors the percentage of minority students enrolled at the university.

Since individual certification programs have relatively little leverage to recruit teacher candidates to a specific teaching field, the relationship between the percentage of candidates in teacher education and the larger university is suggested as an EPP-wide indicator. An EPP may have few minority candidates in some programs, but for all its preparation programs taken together minority enrollment (and completion rates) arguably should be representative of the university population. The completion rate of sub-groups of candidates is seen here as a program-specific indicator, however, because it seems reasonable to hold individual programs accountable for ensuring that they can meet the needs of all their admitted candidates and can ensure that struggling candidates have access to appropriate support and any necessary remediation.

II. Knowledge and Skills for Teaching

Mastery of Teaching Subjects—The assurance that candidates who complete teacher preparation programs have broad and deep knowledge of the subjects they’re certified to teach is one of the most important responsibilities of the programs. This responsibility applies even if candidates don’t acquire their content knowledge in the teacher preparation program per se—as is the case with most secondary subject fields and post-baccalaureate programs. Programs can enforce high content knowledge standards by requiring completers to have a solid college

GPA in their subject courses, recommend them for licensure contingent upon their receiving a strong score on the relevant state licensure examination, and admit post-baccalaureate candidates only if they score well on the appropriate GRE.

For purposes of program improvement, undergraduate programs have a clear advantage over post-baccalaureate programs because teacher education faculty can work with the arts and sciences faculty to help ensure that the courses required for the major serve the needs of teacher candidates. And candidate program outcomes on assessments of content knowledge can provide evidence to the arts and sciences faculty that their content courses may or may not be meeting candidate needs.

The suggested measures of candidate content knowledge are strictly program-specific, and they apply—as is the case for all the summative assessments of candidate knowledge and skill—to the most recent cohort of program completers. The measures may include—as required by the U.S. Department of Education and many state education agencies—the pass rate of candidates on state licensure exams. However, pass rates are information-poor and often rely on a relatively low bar—a bar that can differ significantly between states that use the same content knowledge examination (e.g., the Praxis II series).

Where content knowledge test developers or other experts can identify a specific assessment score that represents a strong command of subject knowledge, measures of the proximity of program candidates’ scores to that score are far preferable to pass rates. Where that is not the case, states may set the desired assessment score as a norm-referenced value, such as the 50th percentile or 60th percentile in the statewide (or, if available, national) scoring distribution. In any case, program performance measures would be calculated by measuring the percentage of candidates who score at or above that value or by measuring the extent to which the average score for a candidate cohort exceeds, meets, or falls short of that value.

In addition to using the mean cohort score as a performance measure, it is important to convey the distribution of scores in a cohort. A mean score for a cohort gives no indication of whether a significant number of candidates had very high scores or very low scores that all balanced out in the mean score. If the goal of a teacher preparation program is to graduate teachers who will be effective in the classroom, it is particularly important to know whether a significant number of those graduates have weak skills whatever the average for all graduates might be. Such distribution measures could be stated, for example, as the percentage of candidates who scored below the 33rd percentile or above the 66th percentile in the statewide scoring distribution. In a criterion-referenced context, it could be stated as the percentage of candidates who scored at several meaningful benchmarks that denote different levels of competence (e.g., inadequate, proficient, superior). Other measures of distribution are also possible, such as the use of Standard Deviation.
These same measurement options apply in the case of all other recommended indicators that involve assessments for which specific benchmarks have been identified that denote proficient or exemplary performance.

**Subject-Specific Pedagogical Knowledge**—This indicator refers to the specific kind of knowledge of a subject field that enable a teacher to teach it effectively. It is sometimes referred to as “Pedagogical Content Knowledge” or “Content Knowledge for Teaching,” and it requires a good understanding of how students learn the key content of a subject and the greatest challenges to mastering it. Having this knowledge enables a teacher, for example, to present key concepts of a subject matter in a manner that will promote deep understanding. Or, it enables her to look at a mistaken answer a student gives in a mathematical operation and know exactly what the student’s thinking process was in order to have made that particular mistake.*

In a standard teacher preparation program, this kind of knowledge may be acquired by candidates in a single Methods course. For the most part, however, programs fail to provide adequate instruction in subject-specific pedagogical knowledge. If several eminent teacher educators (Deborah Ball, Lee Shulman, and others) are correct, this is a major failing because, according their teaching practice and empirical research, subject-specific pedagogical knowledge is vital for effective teaching.

Not only is this kind of knowledge barely taught, but it is largely not assessed. It is not tested in content knowledge assessments for licensure or in traditional pen-and-paper licensure tests of teaching skill, such as the Principles of Learning and Teaching (PLT). To some extent, the edTPA and the new Praxis Performance Assessment for Teachers (PPAT) do assess this kind of knowledge, but only for a narrow span of a candidate’s teaching subject(s).

There is one broader and deeper assessment of subject-specific pedagogical knowledge that has recently come on the market, the Content Knowledge for Teaching (CKT) assessment by ETS.† Presently, however, it is available only for elementary school teachers, and so the use of this indicator for both program improvement and program accountability purposes at the moment remains largely aspirational.

**General Teaching Skill**—Adequate teaching proficiency—the fundamental teaching skills required to teach effectively in any subject—is another key outcome that teacher preparation programs need to verify as having been demonstrated by all program completers. Although preparation programs individually generally administer several assessments of candidates’ teaching skill, until recently there was no widely adopted summative program assessment of candidates’ skill that required a true demonstration of teaching and could be nationally normed

---

† Information on this assessment can be found at [https://www.ets.org/s/educator_licensure/ckt_handout.pdf](https://www.ets.org/s/educator_licensure/ckt_handout.pdf)
so that completers in all programs using the assessment could be compared. The only nationally normed summative assessments of teaching skill were paper-and-pencil tests (such as the PLT or TPA), which many states still use as a licensure assessment but which many educators believe is not a sufficiently “authentic” assessment of actual teaching proficiency.

The edTPA has changed the picture, and it and a similar, more recent assessment that has come onto the market (the PPAT) now make it possible to administer assessments of actual teaching skill involving observations of candidates’ teaching sessions and to compare the scores of test-takers at least statewide. A few states use the edTPA as a requirement for teacher licensure, and in a growing number of states it has completely supplanted the paper-and-pencil assessments of teaching skill.

For purposes of program improvement, it may be helpful to give programs candidate performance data on each of the specific teaching skill assessment domains. For accountability and public information purposes, however, the overall performance of candidates in individual programs should be satisfactory. For the edTPA, as for other licensure assessments, the pass rate measure is not a robust measure of program performance—especially since, in TPA’s experience, states often set passing scores on the low side out of concern for an adequate supply of teachers. A better measure, similar to the recommendation for the content knowledge assessment, would be to provide the mean scores and score distribution of program candidate cohorts and compare the mean scores to the statewide (or regional or national) mean or to an acknowledged and verified proficiency benchmark. A high benchmark for mastery may better serve the interest of continuous program improvement.

 Completer Rating of Program—It seems quite appropriate to want to find out how satisfied candidates and completers are with the programs that prepared them. Such consumer feedback ought to be valuable to efforts of program staff and faculty to improve the program, and it should provide the public with a sense of greater transparency about program performance and greater confidence that programs will be responsive to the needs of their candidates. From the standpoint of both program improvement and accountability, however, the challenge is obtaining responses from candidates and completers that are reliable and useful and that can provide a basis for meaningful comparison between the performance of different preparation programs. This requires the use of the same, well-developed survey instrument for all preparation programs statewide and a good response rate from candidates. Both these conditions are easy to satisfy in surveys of recent completers (or late-stage candidates) because they are readily reachable and can be compelled to complete such a survey as a condition for program completion or licensure.
However, states that conduct such a survey (and approximately 15 states do*) have often found—in an accountability context—that the responses of recent completers often don’t provide significant differentiation between one preparation program and another. And teacher educators have found that the information they receive from recent completers, who have not yet had significant experience trying to apply what they learned in their preparation program to their work as full-time teachers in a classroom, is not as helpful as the information they receive from completers who have been teaching for a year or more.

Because there are no established benchmarks for program performance on completer satisfaction surveys, the measures suggested for this indicator are simply norm-referenced scores—i.e., how programs perform compared to the statewide mean for scores on the surveys. It may be valuable to compare performance scores of programs in all certification areas (e.g., secondary science, middle school math, etc.)—not just within each certification area—but that may require standardization of scores within each area since candidates in some program certification areas may tend to be more critical or less critical than candidates in other areas.

Several states TPA has talked to have found that the perceptions of completers with substantive teaching experience about the strengths and weaknesses of their preparation programs are significantly more valuable than the perceptions of recent completers who lack that experience. Because of this, some of these states administer satisfaction surveys only to novice teachers. The biggest challenge in administering surveys to novice teachers, however, is ensuring a good response rate. While states can readily track within state program completers who accept positions in the state’s public schools, completers who accept positions in non-public schools or take positions in other states cannot be readily tracked. For these reasons and others, it is much more difficult to track down program completers once they’ve left the programs. States and preparation programs also have less leverage over novice teachers than they do over late-stage candidates or recent completers to compel their response to the surveys. Some states have addressed the leverage problem by requiring novice teachers to complete program satisfaction surveys as a condition for receiving second-stage licensure, but not all states have a tiered licensure system.

Many states also use surveys of novice teachers’ principals or supervisors about the effectiveness of their new teachers’ preparation as use surveys of candidates and completers.† There are challenges facing the use of this indicator, however. States have very little leverage to compel principals or their surrogates to complete these surveys. Principals often have little time to devote to observations of new teachers or to conferences with them, and even when they
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* CCSSO (2016). *Accountability in Teacher Preparation: Policies and Data in the 50 States and DC.* Washington, DC.
† CCSSO, 2016.
do principals may not be in the best position to judge how effective new teachers really are. Others in supervisory roles may be better positioned to provide the requested data, but in either case there is no guarantee that the ratings will be consistent between supervisors—even in the same school. Moreover, although this indicator is intended to provide ratings of how well prepared new teachers were by their preparation programs, it is difficult in actual practice to distinguish between a rating of preparation and a rating of teacher’s competence.

For these reasons, TPA does not advocate for the administration of such a survey of principals and supervisors. Instead, TPA believes that a validated and well-administered classroom observation protocol of new teachers provides far more valid and reliable information.

III. Performance as Classroom Teachers

Impact on K-12 Students—Many researchers and educators regard the learning gains of a teacher’s students to be the most compelling evidence of the teacher’s success. All other outcomes are a proxy for student learning. There is, of course, a good deal of controversy concerning what constitutes evidence of meaningful learning. Opponents of the kind of standardized testing required for value-added assessment systems and many student growth models, argue that such tests do not assess meaningful learning and that they disadvantage students who are simply not good test-takers.

Standardized testing has been used for generations, however, to provide universal measures of student academic proficiency that enable valid comparisons between all children. And as the student learning standards movement has taken hold in virtually all states, there has been an increasing effort to ensure that both statewide learning assessments and the curriculum of tested subjects are aligned with those standards. This alignment makes it that much more likely that teachers are teaching the material children in the state will be tested on and that much more plausible to hold teachers responsible for how their students perform on the assessments.

Thus, many states have adopted an annual teacher performance assessment that includes, at least in part, an assessment of teacher impact based on their students test scores or learning growth. Such learning outcomes-based evaluations of teachers are highly controversial, and there are highly technical discussions and disagreements among experts about the comparative reliability and validity of the various kinds of statistical models. There are also frequent cautions from education researchers that because these models may in fact attribute inappropriate scores to teachers in isolated cases, they should not be used as the sole basis of evidence for high-stakes decisions about teacher dismissal, promotion, or compensation.

One of the interesting considerations in using such teacher impact data as evidence of the performance of the teacher education programs that prepared them is that erroneous scores
that may be derived from the statistical models in isolated cases essentially become insignificant when the metric is the average score of multiple cases. This is precisely the situation for the Teacher Impact indicator as a cohort measure. Many people have concerns that specific school factors can be “wild cards” in the outcomes that determine teachers’ impact scores. But if those factors are controlled for statistically—and especially if novice teachers are compared to other novice teachers as suggested in the recommended measures—it is that much more likely that significant differences in aggregated cohort impact scores are attributable to real differences between programs.

The suggested cohort to be measured on this indicator, as for all others indicators under Completer Proficiency as Teachers, is the combination of the second most recent and third most recent cohort of program completers—i.e., those completers who are likely to have spent 1-2 years in the classroom. There are two main reasons for this: to increase the size of the measured cohort for the sake of statistical power (especially important in the case of small programs) and to draw on multiple years of performance data for at least some candidates to balance out potential anomalies in a single year of their teaching performance. Some states follow completer cohorts as much as five years out, but after two years of full-time teaching it seems increasingly difficult to separate out the effects of the preparation program on a teacher’s performance from the effects of experience and continuing professional development. Also, the more distant in time the cohort is from the present, the more the program may have evolved and the less relevant completers’ performance may be to present program improvement needs.

Teacher impact and all other measures of program completers as teachers in the classroom face the challenge of tracking individuals who may have left the state or who, as faculty in private schools, are likely to be exempt from annual performance evaluations that include student impact scores. That will be a problem for some programs more than others, and the information nevertheless should be valuable for program improvement. But in an accountability context, state officials must decide how to handle those measures where sample attrition is high. It may be prudent to focus specifically on programs that are either very high-scoring or very low-scoring on these measures.

Using such teacher impact data, several states (Louisiana, Tennessee, North Carolina) have found that large differences in the mean teacher impact scores between programs in the same certification field can indeed be indicative of important differences in program structure or

policies. Changes then made in the lower-scoring programs to emulate the higher-scoring programs have had positive results for their subsequent teacher impact scores and other outcomes. It is this utilitarian promise in using teacher impact data—quite apart from the controversies over their adequacy and validity—that is the principal reason for including such data in the program improvement and accountability system.

Not all states, however, have found teacher impact data to be useful for accountability purposes. In piloting their own growth model for the purposes of distinguishing higher-performing and lower-performing programs, researchers in Missouri found that there was much more variation in student growth scores among teachers within individual teacher preparation programs at an EPP (in this case Elementary Education) than there was between like programs at different EPPs. From the standpoint of program improvement, however, even this outcome is instructive; it is a reminder that aggregated scores do not provide the whole picture and that significant disparities in candidate performance within programs should be a significant driver of program change.

It will be a challenge for states that base student growth measures on locally developed assessments to implement this indicator because it will require that their student growth data be standardized for all districts in the state. This should be easier to accomplish for subjects in which states require students to be annually tested, but it is likely to be very challenging for subjects where that is not the case.

In some states, teacher impact scores are reported as part of a combined score on teachers’ annual teacher performance assessment, and several of these states have chosen to use that combined score as the basis for a preparation program performance measure. There are several drawbacks to such an approach, however. The combined score of a multi-part assessment does not by itself provide much actionable information to aid program improvement efforts. Moreover, when scores of different components are combined into a single score, it becomes an aggregated score that communicates low-value information and tends to reveal much less variation in performance. A second drawback is that to the extent the combined score is based on district-initiated assessments and district-specific ratings of performance, teachers’ scores will not be truly comparable between districts. Third—and this could be a problem facing any teacher performance assessment data—contracts with state or district teacher associations may prohibit the use of annual teacher performance assessment data for any external purpose.

**Demonstrated Teaching Skill**—How program completers perform as teachers of record in their own classroom is another compelling outcome that—at least in the early stages of teachers’ professional careers—would seem to be attributable in part to the programs that prepared them. And although there are disagreements about the validity and reliability of different protocols, classroom observations that used appropriately trained observers and well-tested protocols are widely accepted by educators as important and useful assessments of teaching skill and are less controversial than attempts to assess teacher impact on student learning. * If this indicator is to be implemented statewide, however, and especially to be used as an accountability construct to determine and compare preparation program performance, the same observation protocol (or compatible protocols) with comparably trained observers must be employed statewide (at least for each individual certification level, e.g., early education, elementary education, secondary education).

If classroom observation performance scores can be standardized for each observation protocol around comparable benchmarks (e.g., proficient, excellent, etc.), then the program performance scores could compare the program cohort mean scores to the benchmark scores. The suggested measures also include distribution statistics, which could be the percentage of completers scoring below the proficient level or at the excellent level or above. Programs could be scored, for example, on the percentage of completers scoring at or above the state mean, above the 66th percentile, and below the 33rd percentile.

**K-12 Student Perceptions of Teachers**—There is increasing interest around the U.S. in using appropriately constructed and administered surveys of K-12 students’ perceptions of their teachers’ effectiveness as a source of important information about teachers’ classroom performance. Only a very few states have expressed an intention to use these data to assess the performance of teacher preparation programs, but one such survey (Tripod) was used in the Gates Foundation-funded MET project that studied the validity of value-added data, classroom observation data, and K-12 student survey data for evaluation teachers. † The study corroborated the validity and utility of all three kinds of teacher assessment and also found that, when used together (any two or all three), the predictive validity of the combined assessments exceeded that of each assessment individually.
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IV. Contribution to State Needs

*Entry and Persistence in Teaching*

**Entry:** In the interest of preparation program efficiency and the state’s ability to identify and respond to its need for teachers generally, for specific subjects, and for specific school districts, the higher the percentage of program completers who enter teaching the better. Some programs have larger percentages of their completers taking jobs out of state, and it will be more difficult to determine truly accurate teacher placement rates in such cases. But, taking into account such circumstances, if preparation programs have relatively low rates of completer entry into the profession, that may signal a serious problem that needs to be investigated further.

Since recent program completers may delay their entry into teaching positions for a variety of reasons, many states define placement rates over two or even three school years out from completion. The TPA recommendation is to follow placement over two years because state officials generally find that relatively few completers take their first teaching position later than that. Thus, the suggested measured cohort for this indicator is the combination of the most recent and second most recent program completer cohorts. [In the fall of 2016, for example, the most recent cohort would be the 2016 completers who may just now have entered teaching and the completers who finished the program in 2015.]

There is no defined benchmark for what rate of entry teacher preparation programs should be expected to meet, and partly because of the difficulty of tracking program completers any national calculation of the percentage of program completers who enter teaching is likely to be inaccurate. Moreover, there are significant differences in the demand for teachers depending upon their teaching subject. For the short term, until there is greater clarity about the teaching entry rate of completers for all preparation programs in a state and until a viable performance benchmark can be set, the suggested measure is simply to report the placement rate for each program and then compare it to the statewide program mean (ideally, both the mean for all programs and the mean for each individual certification field).

Completer entry percentages should be reported out by individual program, as well as EPP-wide. Equally important would be reporting out entry percentages for high-need subjects, which may be taught by completers from several different programs within the same EPP.

Some states only include in their job placement statistics completers who are teaching in their field of certification. The recommendation here, however, is to include all completers who are hired into teaching positions because preparation programs have no role in making school assignments and cannot fairly be held accountable for out-of-field placements. Also
recommended is the inclusion of completers who take jobs in other education roles, although it may prove too difficult to track them.

**Persistence:** From a teacher supply and demand standpoint, it is clearly important to track the persistence of teachers once they enter the profession. From an accountability standpoint, it may seem less apparent that preparation programs should be held accountable for how long their completers remain in teaching. State officials concerned with teacher supply and district officials who are responsible for hiring teachers would certainly want to know, however, whether there are significant differences in the persistence of completers from different programs. Such differences may be largely a function of economic circumstances—the kinds of schools and districts in which completers are placed (i.e., whether they historically have high turnover) or the production and placement of teachers in subjects and regions that have a glut of teachers available (though that would more likely be picked up in teacher entry measures).

However, there are reasonable expectations that persistence rates can be affected by program practices, and there is research to support those expectations. Programs that specifically prepare teachers to teach in high-needs schools, for example, arguably should have much lower turnover rates for their completers in those schools than programs lacking that emphasis. And regardless of the specific mission of teacher preparation programs, it entirely possible that programs with very low turnover rates simply do a better job of preparing their teachers with the knowledge and skills they need to be successful in challenging classrooms or do a better job of screening out prospective candidates who are less clearly committed to teaching or who lack the self-confidence and determination required to cope with some of the daunting challenges teaching can present. These are testable hypotheses, and an investigation into significant disparities between programs in their rates of teacher retention may be able to confirm or refute them. Indeed, one of the express purposes for collecting all the data reflected in the KEI is precisely to be able to conduct such analyses, which can provide important information for EPP’s and state officials about effective and ineffective program practices.

Some states define persistence as retention in an individual school or district, but most states define it as remaining in the teaching profession or in an education role (e.g., principal). As with entry into the profession, there is no easily determined benchmark for teacher persistence. Many articles have been written about the high rate of turnover in the teaching profession, which turns out not to be significantly higher than the turnover rate in many other professions. Most educators would agree that a higher persistence rate ideally is better than a low
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persistence rate. However, persistence rates are also a function of social attitudes and norms, and we live at a time when there is greater churn in the job market generally and more changing of jobs than at any time in our nation’s history.*

In the absence of a clear benchmark for persistence, it would be helpful for both state officials and preparation programs to have long-term trend data on teacher retention that could point not only to overall trends but also to significant changes in the retention rates for individual programs. With these data in-hand, state officials and teacher educators could attempt to determine what accounts for any notable shifts in retention rates over time—perhaps changes in program practices, in the characteristics of admitted program candidates, in the kinds of schools in which completers are placed, in district professional development practices, in the regional economy, etc. However, the problem with historical trend data even only five years old is that the data will reflect conditions and practices from five years earlier that may not characterize the present realities of either programs or K-12 schools or the economy. From a program improvement standpoint, five-year-old data are likely to be only minimally useful. And from an accountability standpoint, it may be neither productive nor appropriate to base any decisions about present program adequacy on the program’s performance five years ago.

Thus, the suggestion here is for states to measure program performance on completer persistence using four years of post-completion data. Specifically, the measure would be the percentage of completers from the fourth most recent completer cohort who persist in teaching (after their initial entry) for one, two, and three years. [In the fall of 2016, this would be the cohort that completed the program in 2013, and its members will have persisted in teaching for up to four years if they entered teaching in 2013 and are still teaching in the 2016-17 academic year.]

This specific measure has the advantage of using relatively recent data so that meaningful program improvement and accountability measures arguably can be based on those data. They have the disadvantage of not conveying a longer-term completer retention rate, but completer retention after a few years is likely to be much more a function of factors other than the preparation program itself. What should be particularly instructive for both state officials and teacher educators is to undertake two basic comparisons:

1. A comparison of persistence rates that are especially high and especially low among all programs
2. Eventually, a comparison of current persistence rates of all programs with historical rates to discern significant trends or deviations.

As in the case of Entry in Teaching, persistence of teachers who are certified in high-need subjects can be tracked separately for each EPP.

State officials can make an important contribution to the decision about the appropriate measures for teacher persistence in their state. If they have access to historical persistence data by program (or even by EPP), they should be able to determine whether there is a significant difference between two-year, three-year, and four-year persistence rates and how many years after entry into teaching the greatest fall-off in persistence tends to occur. They also might find interesting and important persistence trends—perhaps, for example, that teachers who remain in teaching for at least four years have a strong likelihood of remaining for at least four more. Such information is not directly relevant to preparation program improvement and accountability, but it could spur the exploration of ways that EPPs, districts, and state agencies could work together to improve teacher persistence.

**Placement and Persistence in High-Needs Schools**

**Placement:** Both state and district education officials are especially concerned with placing (and retaining) teachers for high-needs schools that tend to have high teacher turnover and often are not able to offer classes, at all, in subjects that many schools in the state find difficult to staff. Typically, the most difficult placements are in inner-city urban schools and remote rural schools. Not every program is going to send significant numbers of completers to such schools; typically—especially outside of urban areas—completers take jobs in proximity to the location of their preparation program. It will be helpful to state and district officials to confirm the extent to which programs place completers in such schools and perhaps incentivize increased placement from the feeder programs and others.

The suggested measures for this indicator are parallel to those for entry into teaching, tracking placement of the most recent and second most recent program completer cohort members for two years.

**Persistence:** Given the frequently high turnover rate in high-needs schools, persistence of teachers in those environments is especially important both for organizational stability and the development of capable and experience teachers. Because of the challenging nature of such schools—and sometimes simply because of the remoteness of their location—teacher retention is itself a challenging proposition. As with persistence in the profession in general, however, if there are significant differences in the persistence rates in high-needs schools of completers from different programs, this may point to important program strengths and weaknesses that need to be investigated.

The suggested measures for this indicator are similar to those for the more general persistence-in-the profession indicator: the percentage of completers from the third most recent completer
cohort who are teaching in high-needs schools one, two, and three years after program completion.

**Completers in High-Need Subjects**—Because it is important for state and district officials to know the supply and sources of teachers in high-need subjects, this indicator is recommended for the Illinois system. It may not be the specific mission of all EPPs to offer programs in every high-need subject, but it seems reasonable to expect that especially state-supported EPPs will take on some share of the responsibility for producing teachers for critical shortage areas. Some teacher educators and other experts believe it is the placement rate of completers in high-need subjects that is important, but the recommendation here is to focus on all completers, independent of actual job placement, because they constitute (along with unemployed certified teachers) the potential supply for those subjects.

Thus, the suggested measures for this indicator are the number and percentage of program completers in each high-need subject. This may require combining completers from different individual programs that offer different certifications but all entitle the recipients to teach the same high-need subject or subjects. The percentages for each EPP—and possibly for each high-need subject in that EPP—can then be compared with the statewide median since there will be so much variation between EPPs that the mean score is meaningless as a point of comparison.
Glossary of Technical Terms

Candidate—an individual who is enrolled in a preparation program to become a classroom teacher.

Certification—recognition by state authorities that an individual has fulfilled the requirements to teach one or more specific subjects in specific grades in the state’s public schools. Sometimes called “endorsement” or “licensure”.

Cohort—the group of teacher candidates or completers whose performance or status is the basis of measurement.

Completer—an individual who has successfully completed a teacher preparation program. Often called a “graduate”.

Criterion-referenced measures—measures based on a specific score (or scores) that denotes an important performance level (passing, proficient, outstanding, etc.) on a fixed set of criteria. In criterion-based measurement, everyone or no one could possibly achieve a performance benchmark.

edTPA—a specific assessment of late-stage teacher candidates that uses video clips of candidates’ classroom teaching, evidence of promoting student learning, and other artifacts to evaluate candidates teaching skill in his/her teaching field. In some states, passing this assessment is required for certification.

Education program provider—the college, school, department, or organization that offers one or more programs or pathways leading to teacher certification in specific fields.

EPP—acronym for Education Program Provider.

GPA—acronym for Grade Point Average.

High-need subject—defined by the U.S. Department of Education as bilingual education and English language acquisition, foreign language, mathematics, reading specialist, science, and special education, plus any other field identified as high-need by a state government or local education agency.

High-needs school—defined by the U.S. Department of Education as a school ranking in the top quartile nationally for the number of unfilled teaching positions or located in an area where at least 30% of students live in poverty.

Indicator—outcome or characteristic of a preparation program, program provider, candidate or completer than can be measured to gauge program performance. Also called a “performance indicator”.

Licensure—recognition by state authorities that an individual has fulfilled the requirements to be a teacher in the state’s public schools. States usually issue different licenses for beginning and more experienced teachers.
Mean—average, which is obtained by calculating the sum of the scores of members of a group and dividing that total by the number of members.

Measure—quantity or rating on an assessment or other data source that provides the basic data for determining the performance of a program, completer, or candidate on an indicator. Also called a “performance measure”.

Median—number or score that is the mid-point among all numbers or scores under consideration. Out of five different numbers arrayed in numerical order, for example, the median would be the third number.

Norm-referenced measure—measures denoting individuals’ placement on a distribution of scores from the highest to the lowest, often expressed as a percentile rank. Whether or not individuals meet a certain set of performance criteria is irrelevant in norm-referenced measurement.

Pathway—any course of candidate study or prospective teacher assessment that culminates in certification as a teacher upon successful completion.

Percentile—the rank in a normal distribution of measurements from 1-100. A score at the 50th percentile is in the middle of the distribution, at the 67th percentile in the upper third.

Program performance—the score a preparation program receives on one or more of the measures used in the Illinois program improvement and accountability system.

Reliable—as a concept in statistics, refers to a source of measurement, an assessment, or other data source that yields similar results under similar circumstances.

Sample attrition—loss of members of a group being studied or assessed as representative of a larger population. Significant attrition from the sample compromises the validity of conclusions about the larger population that are based on the sample studied.

School and classroom effects—specific characteristics of schools and their students (e.g., level of poverty, teacher turnover) that can impact the performance of students and their teachers and that need to be taken into consideration when comparing student or teacher performance.

Standardized—also called “normalized”, this refers to process of converting all scores on an assessment into scores on a scale from 1-100. This allows scores on different assessments to be compared to one another.

Statistical model—mathematical formula that proposes to explain the complex relationship between several variables that can impact an outcome or score. The calculation of teachers’ impact on students, for example, often employs a statistical model.

Statistical power—refers to the degree to which the result or outcome for a sample population in an empirical study (e.g., that young children responded better to female teachers) can be confidently judged to be more than a chance correlation in that study only. In general, the larger the sample, the larger the statistical power.
**Student growth model**—statistical model that predicts an individual student’s expected learning gains in an academic year and, when used to evaluate a teacher’s impact, considers the difference between the predicted learning gains and the actual gains for all a teacher’s students.

**TBD**—acronym for To Be Determined.

**Triangulation**—using data from multiple sources (e.g., assessments) to make more confident judgments about an outcome. In evaluating a teacher’s strengths and weaknesses, for example, we might draw on supervisor assessments, students’ assessments, classroom observations, and student achievement scores.

**Valid**—as a concept in statistics, refers to the correctness of a source of measurement, an assessment, or some other data source.

**Value-added model**—refers to a specific kind of statistical model that seeks to determine a teacher’s unique contribution to their students’ learning in distinction to the impact of other school factors or factors like family or socioeconomic status. The model compares the learning gains of each teacher’s students to the average gains of all their peers.